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1 Introduction
Discrete symmetries play a prominent role in various new theoretical ideas in high energy
physics. They are oftentimes imposed to ensure stability of the proton in extensions of the
Standard Model (SM) [2] as well as to explain the observed mass hierarchies of the SM
fermions [3]. Furthermore they may play a crucial role in cosmology, e.g. one often invokes
a discrete symmetry to ensure the absence of higher dimensional operators whose presence
would otherwise spoil the inflaton potential (see, e.g. [4]).
In type II string compactifications abelian discrete symmetries generically arise as
discrete subgroups of anomalous U(1) gauge factors. A typical D-brane compactification
exhibits multiple U(1)’s which typically appear anomalous. Their anomalies are cancelled
by the Green-Schwarz mechanism [5–9] which makes the U(1)’s massive via Stu¨ckelberg
couplings. In the low energy effective theory the massive U(1)’s survive as global symme-
tries that are preserved by all perturbative quantities. However, non-perturbative effects,
so called D-instantons, can break those global symmetries thus inducing desired couplings
that are absent perturbatively [10–12]. A discrete symmetry ZN , preserved by all per-
turbative and non-perturbative quantities, is then given by a linear combination of the
anomalous U(1) gauge factors, under which all possible D-instanton configurations in the
global compactification will be uncharged [13] (see also [1, 14–17]).1
The aim of this work is to extend the analysis performed in [1]. There the authors
discussed the presence of abelian discrete symmetries in globally consistent Gepner con-
structions that exhibit a visible sector that contains the SM or extensions of it. Their
systematic search revealed that discrete symmetries that arise solely from U(1) gauge fac-
tors of the visible sector are very rarely realized. Here we generalize this analysis by
allowing the discrete symmetries to be linear combinations of visible as well as hidden U(1)
gauge factors. With this generalization we find the probability for the presence of abelian
discrete symmetries is significantly increased. Moreover, we find explicit global MSSM
Gepner constructions that exhibit matter parity or Baryon triality and thus can explain
the stability of the proton.
1Discrete flavor symmetries in D-brane compactifications that originate from isometries of the compact-
ification manifold have been discussed in [18–21]. For a discussion on discrete symmetries in heterotic
compactifications, see [22–24] and in the context of F-theory compactifications, see [25–34].
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The essential difference between the analysis of [1] and the present paper is that the
order of two computations is interchanged. The first step in [1] was to determine the
discrete symmetries of local standard model realizations. Then a search was performed for
additional “hidden sector” branes to cancel the dilaton tadpoles. Instead, we search first
for tadpole cancelling hidden sectors, and then we determine the discrete symmetries. In
this manner, all U(1) symmetries of the full global configuration can contribute to discrete
symmetries, whereas in the procedure followed in [1] only the U(1)’s of the Standard Model
sector contribute. Therefore our results contain those of [1] as a special case.
The additional discrete symmetries we find may act entirely within the hidden sector,
or on both observable and hidden sector particles. The former case is not of much interest,
because it cannot constrain observable sector couplings. In the latter case the additional
discrete symmetries may give rise to novel restrictions on couplings between observable
sector particles.
Note that there may also exist mixed observable-hidden massless U(1)’s not seen in
the local model. To illustrate that, consider the class of most interest, the U(3)× Sp(2)×
U(1)×U(1) Madrid-type configuration [35]. Generically, this class has two massless U(1)’s,
namely the Standard Model gauge symmetry Y , plus a gauged B − L. The presence of
the latter makes further analysis of these models uninteresting. Not only does the massless
B − L disagree with observation, and require an additional (Higgs) mechanism to give
mass to the B − L gauge boson, but furthermore the massless B − L already forbids all
dimension four B and L violating processes. It makes little sense to look for discrete
symmetries to forbid the less important dimension five operators (not forbidden by B−L)
without implementing a B−L breaking mechanism first. However, there is a small subclass
where the B − L gauge boson already gets a mass from axion mixing in string theory. We
will focus on this class not only for the reason stated above, but also for practical reasons:
our approach requires a systematic search of tadpole solutions, and this becomes extremely
time-consuming for the much larger, but much less interesting class with unbroken B −L.
Even if we start with a class with a broken B − L symmetry, mixing with hidden
sector U(1)’s may lead to massless U(1)’s that act on the Standard Model particles. Phe-
nomenologically this is as disastrous as a massless B − L, and hence in the spirit of our
statements above all such tadpole cancellation solutions must be rejected. Usually this just
removes a subset of all tadpole solutions. Within that subset, it may happen that a mixed
observable-hidden U(1) is not completely broken, but is broken to a discrete symmetry.
These are the cases of interest.
2 Discrete symmetries in Gepner constructions
Gepner orientifold constructions have been proven to be a fruitful framework for semi-
realistic string model building [36–38].2 The basic building blocks are boundary and cross
cap states in a rational conformal field theory, which provide the analogue of D-branes
and orientifold planes, the basic ingredients of D-brane constructions. In full analogy to
D-brane compactifications one can determine the gauge symmetry, specifically the presence
2For other work on string spectra in Gepner orientifolds, see [39–46].
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of U(1)’s in the low energy effective action, compute the massless spectrum, as well as check
global consistency. To check the latter we verify that all tadpoles cancel and that all K-
theory charges cancel as well [47].
The only class of rational conformal field theories where the relevant quantities can be
computed are tensor products of N = 2 minimal models, originally considered for heterotic
string model building by Gepner [48]. The formalism for describing boundary and cross
cap states in these closed string CFT’s was developed in a large number of papers, mainly
during the last decade of the last century. See [49] for a review and further references.
The main feature that makes N = 2 minimal models such a rich area for model building
is its large simple current symmetry group. The general formalism for simple current
modifications of boundary and cross cap states was presented in its definitive form in [50].
The approach to model building generally used in RCFT orientifold constructions is
to search first for a set of three or four boundary states (“D-branes”)3 whose Chan-Paton
gauge group contains the Standard Model, and whose chiral intersections correspond to
three families of quarks and leptons. We will refer to such a configuration as a local
SM Gepner configuration. Then, in a second step, a search is done for additional branes
that cancel the tadpoles (in a very small number of cases all tadpoles cancel among the
Standard Model branes themselves). This then yields a global SM Gepner configuration.
In [36, 37] local configurations of the so called “Madrid-type” (and mild generalisations
thereof) were searched for, and a very deep search for tadpole solutions was performed.
The main defining features of a Madrid type configuration is that all quarks and leptons
originate from bi-fundamentals, and that there is a well-defined global baryon and lepton
number symmetry expressed in terms of brane charges.
In [38] the definition of a local model was generalized to arbitrary configurations with
at most four branes, limited only by the requirement that the chiral spectrum agrees with
the Standard Model if the full Chan-Paton gauge group is group-theoretically reduced to
its subgroup SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1). The full Chan-Paton group is the one directly obtained
from the brane multiplicities, without taking into account mixing of U(1) gauge bosons with
axions. It must contain SU(3)× SU(2)×U(1), but the existence of a physical mechanism
to realise the reduction is not part of the requirements.
The first step of this search yielded 19345 chirally distinct local SM Gepner config-
urations. Two local SM Gepner configuration are distinct if they have a different full
Chan-Paton gauge group or different chiral spectra with respect to that group. Further-
more two local SM Gepner configurations are distinct if the number of massless U(1)’s after
axion mixing is different. We will refer to these 19345 spectra as ADKS classes henceforth.
The second step in [38] was a search for tadpole solutions with a limit on the number of
hidden branes (the limit was determined by CPU-time constraints). If this search was
successful, no further tadpole solution searches were done for the same ADKS class. The
only goal was to establish that there does not exist any obstruction to realizing a certain
ADKS class globally, and a single example establishes that. The authors found that a
global configuration exists for around 10 percent of the 19345 ADKS classes. Note that
3Complex brane stacks are counted as one.
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this does not imply non-existence of global realizations in the other cases. A database
of the 19345 ADKS classes with all their explicit brane realizations (specified by means
of minimal model combinations, the choice of modular invariant partition functions and
orientifold projections, and the choice of three or four boundary state labels) is available,4
and is the starting point of our analysis. Since we need global SM Gepner configurations,
we will not consider any ADKS class where no tadpole solution was found in [38], because
if they exist they would be very hard to find.
Since 2006 lot of progress has been made by investigating in more detail the phe-
nomenology of those constructions [51–55]. In particular a lot of effort has been dedicated
to analyze the superpotential couplings of those models, by also taking D-instanton ef-
fects [10–12] into account.
In a recent work [1] the authors discussed the presence of abelian discrete symmetries
in globally consistent Gepner constructions. They give an explicit procedure that allows
to systematically search for a discrete symmetry in a given Gepner construction. More
precisely, they provide a method to obtain an integral basis for the couplings of axions to
the U(1) gauge factors. Given this integral basis they investigated a subset of the 19345
ADKS classes found in [38] with respect to the presence of abelian discrete symmetries. The
considered subclass consists of 4 D-brane stacks yielding the D-brane gauge symmetries
U(3)a ×U(2)b ×U(1)c ×U(1)d or U(3)a × Sp(2)b ×U(1)c ×U(1)d , (2.1)
where the subscript a to d enumerate the different D-brane stacks, a denoting the color
and b the weak force D-brane stacks. The hypercharge of the considered cases is chosen to
be given by the Madrid embedding, namely by the linear combination
U(1)Y =
1
6
U(1)a +
1
2
U(1)c −
1
2
U(1)d . (2.2)
Finally, the authors required that all chiral SM fields are realized as bi-fundamentals un-
der the D-brane gauge symmetries. In total the subclass of all considered local Gepner
construction consists of 24 different local D-brane configurations.
Within this class of 24 local SM Gepner configurations the authors found only very
few examples that exhibit a discrete symmetry. Moreover, when searching for global em-
beddings of these local configurations that exhibit a discrete symmetries the authors found
only examples that exhibit a Z2 that can be interpreted as matter parity or models that
exhibit a Z3 but on top of that also an additional U(1) gauge symmetry. As explained
in the introduction, this is an undesirable feature one has to address before a meaningful
discussion of discrete symmetries can be made.
Let us stress once again that this procedure searches for potential discrete symmetries
that are given by a linear combination of the U(1) factors of the SM D-branes. In this
work we want to generalize this ansatz by allowing the discrete symmetries to be a linear
combination of U(1) gauge factors originating from the visible but also hidden sector. In
4See www.nikhef.nl/∼t58/Site/String Spectra.html. In the database all 19345 spectra are labelled by
an integer, which provides a convenient way to refer to a class. The same labels were used in other papers,
in particular in [1]. We will refer to this as the ADKS-label.
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Matter fields QL DR UR L ER NR Hu Hd
Transformation ( a, b) ( a, c) ( a, c) ( b, d) ( c, d) ( c, d) ( b, c) ( b, c)
Multiplicity 3 3 3 3 3 3 n n
Table 1. Chiral SM spectrum for the local D-brane configuration Nr. 7506.
order to perform such a analysis one has to significantly change the search procedure. In
contrast to the search performed in [1] here we first generate for a given local Gepner
SM configuration a large number of tadpole free models. Within these globally consistent
models we analyze the axion couplings and determine whether they exhibit a discrete
symmetry. Eventually we will investigate the consequences of those discrete symmetries.
In order to keep the search feasible we constrain ourselves to allow the hidden sector
to contain at most 5 D-brane stacks. Moreover, we focus on one specific ADKS class, with
ADKS-label 7506. It exhibits the D-brane gauge symmetry
U(3)a × Sp(2)b ×U(1)c ×U(1)d (2.3)
with the hypercharge taking the form given by eq. (2.2) and no additional massless U(1) in
the SM sector. In table 1 we display the transformation behavior of the chiral SM spectrum
under the respective D-brane gauge symmetries. Note that all desired Yukawa couplings
QLHuUR, QLHdDR, LHdER, and LHuNR are allowed on the perturbative level, i.e. they
are neutral under all U(1) gauge factors of the individual D-brane stacks. On the other hand
the Majorana mass term for the right-handed neutrinos NRNR, as well as the dangerous
dimension 4 and 5 proton decay operators URDRDR, LLER, QLQLQLL and URURDRER
are perturbatively forbidden. However, the latter can be induced non-perturbatively by
D-instantons. Even though being exponentially suppressed, their presence poses severe
problems for the stability of the proton. Therefore it is desirable to have a discrete sym-
metry that forbids such proton decay operators, while still allowing for a Majorana mass
term for the right-handed neutrinos to account for the small neutrino masses.
Let us briefly discuss what discrete symmetries we expect to find.5 It can be shown [2,
56] that for any family independent discrete gauge symmetry ZN in the MSSM with three
right-handed neutrinos the corresponding generator gN can be written as
gN = A
n
N × L
p
N ×R
m
N , (2.4)
where AN , LN and RN are mutually commuting generators and the exponents run over
m,n, p = 0, 1, . . . N −1. In table 2 we display the charges of the MSSM matter fields under
the respective generators, where one imposes that all desired Yukawa couplings are allowed
by the discrete symmetry.6
5This discussion will focus solely on the visible sector. At this stage nothing can be said about the
hidden sector.
6Two discrete symmetries ZN are equivalent if the discrete charges of the SM matter fields can be related
by a hypercharge shift. In order to avoid to display two equivalent discrete charges we fix the discrete charge
of the left-handed quarks QL = 0.
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QL UR DR L ER NR Hu Hd
A 0 0 −1 −1 0 1 0 1
L 0 0 0 −1 1 1 0 0
R 0 −1 1 0 1 −1 1 −1
Table 2. The generators of family independent discrete ZN ’s in the MSSM.
coupling R2 L3R3 R3 L3 L3R
2
3
L2
6
R5
6
R6 L
2
6
R3
6
L2
6
R6
HuHd X X X X X X X X X
LHu X
LLER X
QLLDR X
URDRDR X
QLQLQLL X X X
URURDRER X X X
LHuLHu X X X
NRNR X X X
Table 3. Allowed terms for the respective discrete gauge symmetries [57].
In [57] (see, also [14]) the authors classify all possible abelian discrete symmetries
that satisfy the discrete gauge anomaly conditions for the MSSM. They find only Z2, Z3
and Z6 symmetries which meet the constraints. Their phenomenological implications are
displayed in table 3. Particular intriguing discrete symmetries are matter parity R2 and
Baryon triality L3R3, as well as the product of both proton hexality L
2
6
R5
6
, that all allow
the Majorana mass term for the right-handed neutrinos and at the same time forbid some
(or all) dangerous dimension 4 and 5 proton decay operators.
In the next section we discuss to what extent these discrete symmetries are realized in
globally consistent MSSM Gepner constructions.
3 Results
Here we present the results of the performed search. Recall that we search for all tadpole
free solutions to a local Gepner construction with ADKS-label 7506, where the hidden
sector consists of at most 5 hidden D-brane stacks. The list of models of ADKS class 7506
obtained in [38] has 40590 items. These lists usually have degeneracies due to interchanges
of identical factors in the tensor product, conjugations in the CFT’s and for various other
reasons. At present, we have no complete fundamental understanding of these degeneracies,
but they are obviously a nuisance, since all search efforts are multiplied by a large factor.
To reduce this we compared the non-chiral spectra (by definition of an ADKS class, all
chiral spectra are identical) and the set of potentially allowed hidden sector branes and
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their properties. We distinguish these features with a total of 37 parameters.7 If all
these parameters are identical, we regard two models as degenerate, and consider only one
model from each degenerate set. This reduces the list from 40590 to 4911. Note that
this approach differs from the one used in [1]. There, 40590 items on the list were first
scanned for discrete symmetries. Since this is a relatively easy search, this was doable.
But searching for tadpole solutions is considerably more time-consuming, and therefore we
decided to remove the apparent degeneracies, at the very small risk of removing spectra
that are distinct, but not distinguishable on the basis of the 37 integers we compared.
For each local model we allowed as hidden sector branes all brane stacks with a non-
chiral intersection with the Standard Model sector. Furthermore we identified brane stacks
with the same contribution to all tadpole conditions. This avoids a degeneracy in the space
of tadpole solutions. For example, if a number of O-type branes all have the same coupling
to all tadpoles, this results in orthogonal groups that can be split up in any possible way.
We replace this set by just a single variable (the sum of all multiplicities) in the tadpole
equations, so that all those identified branes will be on top of each other. This resulted in
a number of tadpole loop variables ranging from 12 to 189.
The success rate of the tadpole search was almost 6%: we found at least one tadpole
solution for 280 of the 4911 non-degenerate local models. Note that in [1] only one tadpole
solution was considered for each local model, since this was sufficient as a proof of existence.
On the other hand, we scanned the full configuration space of the hidden sector, with a
maximum of 5 stacks, allowing for more than one solution for each local model. In total we
found 5020 tadpole free solutions, an average of about 18 per local model. If the limitation
to at most five hidden sector branes stacks is lifted, this number is likely to increase
drastically, but in practice this is extremely time-consuming. Note that our limit, five, is
much smaller than the total number of variables, so that each increase of this number by
one increases the amount of computer time by one or two orders of magnitude.
Clearly this set is too small to draw any rigorous statistical conclusions, but it is still
large enough that it may hint towards some general lessons.
3.1 Massless U(1)’s
Before discussing the discrete symmetries let us briefly discuss the presence of massless
U(1)’s in this set of tadpole free solutions.
The local Gepner constructions are set up in such a way that only one linear combi-
nation of the three U(1) factors8 remains massless and eventually is interpreted as hyper-
charge. This linear combination will remain also massless when adding a hidden D-brane
7To be precise, for two models to be considered identical they must occur for the same minimal CFT
tensor product, with the same MIPF and the same orientifold projection and of course the same spectrum
type (4 parameters). Furthermore we require the total numbers of unitary, orthogonal and symplectic branes
not participating in the Standard Model configuration to be identical (3 parameters). We also compare the
numbers of those branes without chiral or without any intersections with all the Standard Model branes
(6 parameters). Finally we require the full massless spectrum to be identical. This includes all non-chiral
bi-fundamentals, rank-2 tensors and adjoints (24 parameters in total for a four stack configuration).
8Recall the local configuration Nr. 7506 is based on 4 D-brane stacks, however the weak force is realized
as Sp(2) gauge symmetry. Thus there are only 3 U(1) gauge factors, namely the one arising from the color
D-brane stack and the two originating form the single D-brane stacks.
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massless U(1)’s total # of solutions
Unitary brane stacks
3 4 5 6 7 8
1 3519 2267 784 201 130 60 77
2 1015 134 88 186 93 414
3 404 23 45 172 164
4 178 20 158
5 4 4
Models with just one U(1) 100 % 85,5% 55,7% 36,0% 17,3% 9,4%
Table 4. Global models compared with respect to their massless U(1)’s.
sector that is required to cancel all tadpoles. However, these global completion may now
allow for additional massless U(1)’s. In table 4 we show the frequency of their appear-
ances. The first two columns display how many tadpole free solutions to a specific number
of massless U(1)’s exist, while the columns 3 to 8 expose how many unitary brane stacks
there are in the global compactification, in other words, the number of U(1) factors without
taking into account the Stu¨ckelberg mechanism generated by mixing with axions. Let us
stress that the number of U(1) factors does not coincide with the number of D-brane stacks
in a specific model, since D-brane stacks that give rise to orthogonal or symplectic gauge
symmetries do not carry any U(1) factors.
The naive expectation that the more unitary brane stacks there are in a given model,
the more likely it is to have multiple massless U(1)’s (at least one additional massless U(1)
beyond the hypercharge U(1)Y ) is met in this small sample. This fact is of importance
in the enterprise of realizing the MSSM within string theory. Since additional U(1)’s may
forbid desired couplings in the SM, such as Majorana masses for right-handed neutrinos,
the above statement suggests that fewer D-brane stacks are preferred to realize just a single
U(1) in a global realization.
Note that ADKS class 7506 has the special property that the B−L photon is massive,
which happens in only a few percent of such models. The corresponding class with a
massless B − L photon has number 2751, and consists of 869428 local model, more than
twenty times as many. As explained in the introduction, this feature is easily lost if a hidden
sector is added. If mixing between observable and hidden U(1)’s leads to an additional
massless U(1) that couples to quarks and leptons, then this is equally bad as a massless
B − L, and this makes the restriction from class 2751 to 7506 irrelevant. We might then
as well have started with the full class 2751.
However, the presence of an additional U(1) is not necessarily dangerous from the
MSSM string model building point of view, since it may happen that the SM fields are
completely uncharged under the additional massless U(1)’s. Such a purely hidden sec-
tor U(1) may still lead to subtle observable effects through kinetic mixing [58], but the
consequences are not necessarily phenomenologically fatal.
In table 5 we display the number of models that exhibit only the hypercharge in the
visible sector, any potential additional U(1) is acting purely in the hidden sector. For our
sample of 5020 tadpole-free solutions we find 4028 solutions that have in the visible sector
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# Unitary stacks # of solutions # with just U(1)Y (visible) ratio
3 2267 2267 100%
4 918 882 96%
5 312 285 91%
6 361 268 74%
7 345 122 35%
8 817 204 25%
combined 5020 4028 80%
Table 5. Global models compared with respect to visible U(1)’s.
total # of models # with no ZN ’s # with ZN ’s # with visible ZN ’s
5020 (Total) 4189 831 707
4028 (Only Y visible) 3602 426 372
Table 6. Discrete symmetries in globally consistent models of type Nr. 7506.
only one massless U(1), namely the hypercharge. A subset of 3519 out of those 4028 models
exhibit only one massless U(1) in total, thus have no (purely) hidden U(1)’s.
Hence about 80% of all tadpole-free models are phenomenologically acceptable by the
standards formulated above. Nevertheless even taking into account the fact that one may
have purely hidden U(1)’s the previous statement holds true. The more U(1) gauge factors
there are in the global completion the more likely it is that the SM string realization suffers
under an additional U(1), under which the SM matter fields are charged. This point is
demonstrated in table 5 which indicates that it is more likely to avoid additional massless
U(1)’s in the visible sector for fewer U(N) D-brane stacks.
On the other hand, as we will see momentarily more U(1) gauge factors increase the
probability to find discrete symmetries. Thus there will be a tension between having a dis-
crete symmetry and at the same time only one massless U(1) symmetry in the visible sector.
3.2 Discrete symmetries
After discussing the frequency of massless U(1)’s in the global Gepner constructions, let
us turn to the abelian discrete symmetries, the main focus of this search. We start by dis-
cussing the presence of discrete symmetries within the sample of 5020 globally consistent,
i.e. tadpole free Gepner constructions of type Nr. 7506. From table 6 we see that about
17% of all the models exhibit a discrete symmetry. We find 707 models if we furthermore
require that the models exhibit a discrete symmetry under which the SM fields are charged,
which is 14% of the total number of global constructions. If we restrict ourselves to phe-
nomenologically acceptable cases without spurious “photons”, we find that in 372 out of
4028 models (about 9%) there is a discrete symmetry that acts on the Standard Model.
Let us now compare our results to those of [1]. These authors found a total of 320
models of ADKS class 7506 with a tadpole canceling hidden sector. But, as explained in
the beginning of this section, there are two important differences between the method of
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ZN ’s total # of solutions
Number of unitary brane stacks
3 4 5 6 7 8
0 4189 2230 885 288 177 127 482
1 784 37 33 24 155 214 321
2 45 29 4 12
3 2 2
Table 7. Discrete symmetries in comparison to present U(1) factors.
these authors and ours: in [1] only one tadpole solution per local model was considered,
and degeneracies were not removed. Clearly, it is impossible to make a direct comparison
using table 1 of [1]. Instead we simply identified in our list of 831 solutions those with a ZN
symmetry that does not act on the hidden sector at all. It turns out that this symmetry
group is always Z2, in agreement with the results of [1]. The total number is 138, and 32
of these have an additional Z3 symmetry acting partly on the hidden sector. Some of these
138 models have extra massless U(1)’s, but these act always only on the hidden sector.
Hence considering hidden sectors increases the total number of acceptable models
(those without spurious photons) with observable discrete symmetries from 138 to 372.
Thus by allowing the discrete symmetry to originate also from hidden U(1) gauge factors
one significantly increases the probability of encountering a discrete symmetry in a global
compactification. This last point is also illustrated in table 7, where we stress that almost
all discrete symmetries in the models with more than 3 unitary D-brane stacks displayed
in table 7, are realized as a linear combination including both, visible and hidden, U(1)’s.
Allowing the discrete symmetry arising only from the visible sector does only allow for
Z2 symmetries, but for no other ZN ’s, specifically for none of the intriguing Z3 or Z6
symmetries allowed by the MSSM.
Let us now display what type of discrete symmetries are realized as well as their
frequency (see table 8).9 One observes that ZN symmetries with N 6= 2, 3 are very rarely
realized. This may be related to the fact that the visible sector consists of the SM sector,
which only allows for Z2 and Z3 discrete symmetries as well as products of it.
10 On the
other hand we find also models in which the discrete symmetry lives purely in the hidden
sector and nevertheless we find that factors Zp with p prime and p ≥ 5 are not realized.
Again we should stress that our sample is not large enough to draw any serious
conclusion, but it is tempting to conclude that abelian discrete ZN symmetries with
large N are generically rather rarely realized, which is also in agreement with previous
searches [1, 13, 15, 16, 20].
9Let us stress that the centers of non-abelian gauge symmetries (as well as linear combinations of them)
do satisfy the constraints for realizing a discrete abelian symmetry. However, they do not lead to any
additional selection rules beyond the ones arising from the non-abelian gauge symmetries, and thus act
trivially. We ignore those discrete symmetries, thus all displayed discrete symmetries do lead to non-trivial
selection rules in the effective action.
10Here the SM sector contains also 3 right-handed neutrinos. In the absence of the latter one may also
find Z9 and Z18 symmetries [14, 57].
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Z2 Z3 Z4 Z2 × Z2 Z2 × Z3 Z2 × Z2 × Z3
306 453 23 12 33 2
Table 8. Discrete symmetries in globally consistent models of type Nr. 7506.
ZN ’s total # of solutions
Number of unitary brane stacks
3 4 5 6 7 8
no ZN 3602 2230 849 261 131 52 79
hidden ZN 54 2 17 35
R2 227 37 32 7 39 29 83
L3R3 35 8 25 2
R3 2 1 1
L3 38 1 7 19 11
L3R
2
3
36 2 24 8 2
L2
6
R5
6
0
R6 0
L2
6
R3
6
0
L2
6
R6 34 28 4 2
Table 9. Discrete symmetries in comparison to present U(1) factors.
In the following we want to address the question whether in this sample there exist
constructions that exhibit one of the intriguing discrete symmetries, such as matter parity,
Baryon triality or even proton hexality. Instead of looking at the whole set, we restrict
ourselves to the models that have only one massless U(1), namely the hypercharge, in the
visible sector. We still consider models that have more than just a single massless U(1)
but we require that in that case none of the SM matter fields is charged with respect to
the latter. From the original sample of 5020 models 4028 global realizations satisfy this
constraints. Table 9 reveals that from this sample of 4028 models around 11% (426) exhibit
a discrete symmetry (see also table 6).11
Matter parity, that forbids all R-parity violating terms, is realized in around 5% of
all the constructions. On the other hand Z3 symmetries do not show up that frequently.
Moreover, while each of the three discrete symmetries L3, L3R
2
3
and L3R3 (baryon triality)
appears in one out of 100 models, R3 is significantly suppressed. Finally, the simultaneous
appearance of a Z2 and Z3, i.e. the presence of a Z6, is also rather unlikely, and it only
appears as L2
6
R6, as a product of R2 and L3R
2
3
. Such a Z6 is however phenomenologically
undesired, since it forbids the generation of a mass term for the right-handed neutrinos.
Table 9 reveals once more that allowing for more U(1) gauge factors enhances sig-
nificantly the probability of finding a discrete symmetry. For instance there are no Z3
symmetries for models with just three U(1) (the SM U(1)- ) gauge factors. This is in
agreement with the findings of [1], where the authors did not find any Z3 symmetry in the
11In table 9 we display the discrete symmetries according to their maximal rank. Specifically, even though
the Z6 symmetries are products of Z2 and Z3 symmetries we only display them in the respective Z6 rows.
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global embeddings of local Gepner configurations of type Nr. 7506. On the other hand
we find all the globally consistent Z2 (R2 ) realizations also found in [1], where the matter
parity arises as a linear combination of only visible U(1)-factors.
The phenomenologically desired Z6 Proton hexality L
2
6
R5
6
, the product of matter parity
R2 and baryon triality L3R3 does not turn up in any of the models. This may change once
one allows for more hidden D-brane stacks. Moreover, here we focus on a particular choice
of local SM Gepner configuration. For a different choice there may be very well models that
exhibit proton hexality. As shown in [14] different hypercharge embeddings and, moreover,
different local D-brane configurations favor different discrete symmetries. It would be
interesting to extend the search performed here to other ADKS classes.
Summarizing, this search revealed that allowing the discrete symmetry to originate
also from hidden stacks, increases significantly the probability to find a discrete symme-
try in globally consistent MSSM Gepner constructions. While matter parity seems to be
favored for models of type Nr. 7506, Z3 symmetries seem rather suppressed. However,
in comparison to the search of [1] they do appear. More importantly, we find 35 globally
consistent models that exhibit baryon triality, a discrete symmetry that forbids beyond the
baryon violating term URDRDR also the dangerous dimension 5 proton decay operators
QLQLQLL and URURDRER. On the other hand we do not find any model that possess
proton hexality L2
6
R5
6
, the holy grail of abelian discrete symmetries.
4 Conclusions
In this paper we investigate the presence of abelian discrete symmetries in globally consis-
tent Gepner constructions, where the abelian discrete symmetries originate from continuous
U(1) symmetries that generically become massive via Stu¨ckelberg couplings symmetries and
are preserved on perturbative as well as non-perturbative level in the low energy effective
action. More precisely, we extend the work of [1] by allowing the discrete symmetries to
be a linear combination of U(1) factors of the visible as well as the hidden sector.
Our systematic search within globally consistent MSSM-like Gepner constructions
reveals that around 17% of the globally consistent models exhibit a discrete symmetry,
whereas in most cases (85%) the discrete symmetry acts on the visible sector, forbidding
some of the undesired couplings. In contrast to the search performed in [1] we find models
that exhibit Baryon triality and, moreover, many more MSSM-like Gepner constructions
compared to [1] who possess a Z2 that can be interpreted as matter parity. However,
none of the 5028 globally consistent MSSM-like Gepner models exhibits, matter parity and
Baryon triality simultaneously, thus none of the models possesses proton hexality. More
generally, we encounter all Z2 and Z3 of the MSSM that are compatible with the discrete
gauge anomaly constraints are realized, however only one of the possible Z6, namely L
2
6
R6
is realized. In summary our analysis shows that allowing the discrete symmetry being a
linear combination of U(1) factors not only of the visible sector but also the hidden sector
increases the probability of having a discrete symmetry significantly.
In this work we focus on the Madrid hypercharge embedding (see eq. (2.2)) and, more-
over, on one particular ADKS class, namely on the one with ADKS-label 7506. Within
this ADKS class we generate 5028 globally consistent, however distinct, Gepner models
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that serve as the sample for our search for discrete symmetries. Given that sample we in-
vestigate in addition to discrete symmetries also the presence of massless U(1) symmetries
in the low energy effective action. Even though the here considered sample is too small
to make any general claims, it is tempting to draw the following, also naively expected,
conclusion. A larger number of U(1) factors increases the probability of having additional
massless U(1)’s or discrete symmetries in the low energy effective theory.
In this context a multiverse/landscape question naturally arises, namely why is a
single U(1) and a discrete symmetry singled out from the sample, other than by mere
phenomenological constraints? We can only speculate about this. Our statistics is too
limited, and furthermore this is not genuine landscape statistics based on moduli-stabilized
non-supersymmetric deSitter vacua. But the first thing we can say is that the suppression
of the desirable features within our set is not by huge factors. Even though we did not find
the most desirable discrete symmetry, proton hexality, within our sample of 5020 tadpole
solutions, the presence of other discrete symmetries suggests suppression factors of order
10 to 1000. Furthermore several of the observed features are potentially anthropically
favored. This is certainly true for the absence of dimension-4 proton decay. It may also be
true for the absence of additional U(1)’s coupling to quarks and leptons: such U(1)’s lead
to additional Coulomb forces radically altering atomic and nuclear physics. On the other
hand, proton decay by dimension five operators in supersymmetric models would be merely
observable, but not fatal, and is a more serious landscape issue. But given the uncertainty
in the statistics this is not yet extremely worrisome, especially not in comparison to other
landscape issues. See also [59] for a discussion of discrete symmetries in the landscape from
a different perspective.
It would be desirable to extend the analysis to other ADKS classes with the same
hypercharge embedding, but also to different hypercharge embeddings. In particular it is
interesting to see whether the findings of [14], that in local D-brane configurations different
hypercharge embeddings favor different discrete symmetries holds also true in the global
setting. Moreover, it is interesting to see whether global embeddings of other ADKS classes
allow for family-dependent abelian discrete symmetries with an intriguing low energy be-
havior that go beyond the ones discussed in [57]. We leave this for future work. Finally,
it would be interesting to study the presence of discrete symmetries in generic globally
consistent string models, models that typically do not possess a SM sector.
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